We are at a pivotal moment when it comes to education policy and advocacy. We know that 46% of Arizona's K-12 students are Latino, yet they are by far, severely underrepresented in their classrooms and are disproportionately attending schools that are under-resourced and not achieving at the rate of their white peers. The longer we wait to solve these issues the further we jeopardize our state's economic prosperity, health of our communities and success of our students.

WHAT IS ADELANTE?

ADELANTE FELLOWS IS A FELLOWSHIP FOR NEXT GENERATION LEADERS IN ARIZONA

- Ten-month fellowship for next generation leaders in Arizona
- Exposing emerging leaders to what it means to be an advocate
- Learn how policies are formed and the role politics play in influencing the system
- Insight on how the education system works

PROGRAM TUITION

This program is at no cost to our participants. We will cover expenses that are associated with the program, such as meals and potential travel.

APPLY TODAY: ALLINEDUCATION.ORG/ADELANTE
Engage in Monthly Saturday Sessions
Virtual sessions run from 9am-3pm. Will require time for pre-reading materials.

Adelante Fellowship Project
Develop new innovative solutions to challenges they observe in our education system in the form of a project.

Engage with local school system
Attend and observe a local school board meeting and tour a local school to give you insight on how our systems work.

Content and Fellowship Experiences
The curriculum will focus on three key areas: Education Landscape in Arizona, Racial Equity in Education, and Practical Experiences and Application

THE IDEAL CANDIDATE

- Believes in the potential of ALL students
- Has demonstrated values-based leadership and commitment to civic engagement
- Thinks about solutions in an innovative nature
- Comfortable with having and leading daring, bold and uncomfortable conversations
- Willingly explores the implications of race and poverty on educational outcomes

TOPICS COVERED

- Benefits of ethnic studies courses
- Combating racism in our communities
- Immigration reform and how it affects our school system
- Overview of the P-12 Education system
- Community engagement and activating our communities in advocacy work
- Understanding of data and how it affects decisions

APPLY TODAY: ALLINEDUCATION.ORG/ADELANTE